
The Caputo Group Tries 
XKCD’s “Up Goer Five” Challenge 

 

Can you explain your research with the ten hundred most used words 
in the English language? We sure tried! 

Erin: 
Using a layer of matter that may make power if you can stop air, 
water, or light from killing it first. A smelly, big piece of what I make 
can take air and break it down by holding it with its sticky fingers 
and kicking it into water. If the air is gone, the light and water 
cannot kill the matter 

Charlie: 
We hope to drive systems that make power using light eggs 
from the sun. We need to make sure this works in water as 
we have a lot of it to go around. However, water and air can 
hurt an important part of our system, the one that eats the 
light, so it needs to be controlled. Using sticky arms or hairs 
we can save our light-machine from death by either pushing 
away or using up the angry parts before they reach the 
good bits. 

Josh: 
We make things to try and begin continuing changes with 
light to make power that can be made over and over. It is 
hard to make said things not break in water. We try to join 
our things to make what we want to the matter in the 
middle of the table. After 24 hours, stick on rolling, turning 
suck machine. Take off and find force down. Write changes. 

Zane: 
We take light from the sun and lines that carry power to make 
stuff people can use from bad breath air and water that burns 
skin. I make stuff that takes part of wat that burns skin with an 
arm and touches it to other matter, along with power balls. 
Later, light from the sun can do this with power balls and less 
power. I made several things with different arms. The hard part 
is seeing the things because they are small, so I use machines 
that use light waves to see things. Other people make things 
like mine, but they use expensive metals or need power balls 
with too much power 


